Graduate Studies Committee  
October 5, 2010

Members Absent: M. Marino, M. Morgan,
Graduate School Staff: D. Sellon, P. Sturko, M. Dodd

Meeting called to order with quorum at 3:10pm

Announcement Items
Conjoint Course Questions will be reviewed and placed on the website. All conjoint course proposals should follow the outline (once the outlined is approved).

Department of Foreign Languages & Cultures. Member Assigned: Bill Fassett

Action Items
Minutes of 9/21/10 – Approved
Minutes of 4/6/10 - Approved

Courses
1) CE 403/504 – Tabled
2) GeoL 562 – Tabled
3) Hist 520 – Tabled
4) Hist 524 – Tabled
5) VMS 584 – Approved

Change in Program
1) PhD Engineering Science (Reduction in credits; 34 to 15) – Approved
2) PhD Veterinary Clinical Sciences (Reduction in credits; 34 to 15) – Approved

Certificates
1) Department of Foreign Languages & Cultures – Tabled
2) Nuclear Engineering – Tabled